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To determine if disabled readers attack the reading process

'like young normal readers wno read at the same level or like average

readers of their own chronological age, the oral reading miscues

-f three groups of ten children were qualitatively analyzed by two

independent examiners The scoring procedure used Vas that of

Pood (1976). Statistical analysis showed that disabled readers

made more uncorrected miscues which resulted in meaning loss than

younger average readers. Disabled readers miscued on high frequenty

words whereas average readers miscue on low frequency words.



A Comparison of Oral Reading- Strategies of Fourth-and Seventh-Grade

Children of Fou h-Grade Instructional Level

Some theories of reading disability have pos ulated that

reading disability is the result of - lag in maturatio (cf. Denirsch,

Jansky and Langford, 1966; Satz and Sparro_ 1970). These theories

may differ as to the suspected etiology but gen_=ally aree that many

behaviors of the disabled reader resemble those of a younger normal

child

A formal development of the maturational lag hypothesis is Pre-

sented by Satz and Sparrow (1970) who defined maturational lag

"slow or delayed development of those brain areas (left hemisphere)

which mediate the acquistion of developmental ski ls which are funda-

mentally age-linked" (Satz and Sparrow, 1970, p. ). Their theory

ptedicts that performance of disabled readers will be consistently

poorer than that of normal readers of the same age on certain age-

r lated ta'sks. Whether the two groups of :hildren will perform

differently On a task deOends upon the age of the children and the

task involved. For example, the theory predicts that 7-year-old normal

children would perform significantly better than 7-year-old disabled

readers on perceptual-moto tasks (because such skills are developing

this age), but the perceptual motor performance of 12-year-old'

disabled readers would not differ from that of 12-ye - 4d normal

readers.

Satz Rardin and Ross 1971 conducted a study to test s)ecific



predictions of the Satz and Sparrow (1970) theory. Subjects were

7-8-year-o,ld normal and disabled readers and 11-12-year- id .normal

and disabled readers matched on WISC Performance scores (Wechsler,

1949). It was predicted that the groups of younger Ss would differ

on tasks of auditory-visual integration 4nd visual-motor integrat,ion

but the groups of older Ss would not. Futhe -ore, older no sal readers

were predicted to perform better than older disabled readers on tasks

-f language compe enee; whereas, the young children would not differ

on these tasks. Six ta$ks were presented to all children. Suppor

for the theory w'as found as young disabled readers performed les$ well

than young normal readers on the Bender Visuo-Motor Gestalt Test (1938);

-reas, the older children did not differ on the perceptual-motor tasks.

In addition, all lang _ge e_ _ differantiated bet e n performance of

the older disabled vs. normal aders but none of the language tests

differentiated between the two grr_2ups of young children.

Guthrie ( 973) comparad the performance of three groups of children

on subtests of the Kennedy Institute Phonica ILLt_ to see whether dis-

m n e was more similar to chronologically younger

normal reders. It was hypothesized that

abled readers' per

normal readers or sam

either, disabled reade s develop some skil

areas are depressed

nor lly while other skill

or, all reading skill areas are underdeveloped in

disabled readers . Corr lation mat ices for scores of 19 young (7.0 years

normal readers showed that nine of ten intercorrelations among production

tests g,, letter sound production) and all three intereorrelations

among recognition tests (e.g., initfal-le recognition) were above

.53 (E1 .01). However, a diffe- nt pattern was observed for disa led
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readers .2 yea Although sor2s on recognition tests were

highly related (.66-.79), correlations among production test scores

were much 1 er; only 4 out of 10 intercorrelations being significant.

Perfo-,.enee levels of young normal readers and older disabled readers

did not differ signif cantly. Guthrie (1973) concluded that none

f the complex readin- subskills measu ed on the Kennedy_Institute

Phonics Test had developed nor a ly for disabled readers. Inform

inspection of indlvldtjal proftles showed that "a disabled reader

likely to have a profile in which one or two of the siMple skills

are likely to have a high level of strength (80% or more); whereas;

all of the more complex skills in the hierarchy will-have a kow

level of development (40% or lel " (Guthrie, 1973, p. 17). Low

intercorrelations among prc-duction tests for dirabled readers suggest

that little transfer across.skills occurred for these children.

Murh of the research comparing -ormal and disabled reade s has

measured quantitative levels of perfo ance on a vaicty of tasks.

Cli-ical observations desc ibe differences between the ways that dis-

abled vs. normal readers, perform a task (e.g., DeHirsch et. al., 1966)

but little objective data on qualitative differences are available.

Goodman- (1969) qualitiative analys of oral reading miscueshas

provided researchers with a new methodology for the study of the way

children attack the reading.process. G dman's (1969),miscue analysis

has been used to describe the devel-pment of reading skills in first-

ade children (e.g., Biemiller, 1970) and hs been used diagnostically

determine the cue sources used and not used by disabled readers

(Goodman, 1972). Weber (1970) compared the oral reading miscues of



grade children who were ierage readers wi h miscues made

by children who were below-average readers. Weber 1970) concluded

that average and below-average readers used syntact c and semantic

cues equally well in reading but differed in'their use of graphic

cues. These results should be viewed with caution because the two

groups of-child eft read different stories with different quantities

of miscues.

Research such as that of Weber (1970) and Biemiller 970) has

focuSed on beginning readers. The purpose of the present. study was

to use miscue analysis to compare the oral reading s retestes of

older disabled readers to the atrategies (a) younger noma1

readers of the same reading proficiency as the disable&reederS ond,

(b) same-age normal readers. Similar to the.purpose of Guthrie (1973),

it was of interest to examine how the reading strategies of- older

disabled readers had developed in contrast to tho _strategies of same-

age normal rdaders and to younger normal childr_n of the same

reading proficieny.

METHOD

S.phjects

Ten seventh-graders and ten fourth-graders whose, instTuctional

reading level was fourthgrade were selected from the bel verage and

average reading groups of their respective grades 'by administering
.

th Standard Reading Inventory (SRI) Word_Lists Fo_ _ B (McCracken, 1966).

An equal number of seventh-graders whose instructional readinglevel

was seventh-grade was selected by the same procedurc. The criteria

6
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for determining instructional reading level was the grade level of.

the Most advanced list on which a word recognition accuracy score of

between 727.. and 347. was obtained. The group of seventh-grade disabled

-*readers consisted of three girls and seven boys. There were four .

girls and six boys.in both groups of ,average readers. All the students

in the-study attended the same K-8 school And were taught to read

through tbe linguistic series, 11221EEptt Basic 1.1dilig (1969). The

school, located in a rural area of middle-income families,- had an

enrollment of 432 pupils.

Procedure

Students -1-lose instruct onai reaing level was fourth-gradc

(as defined above) read a selection from Riders on the Earth (Holt,

Rinehart & Winston, 1973, Level 15) -f fourth-grade readability

(Dale & Chall, 1948) Students . whose instructional reading level was

seventh-grade read a selection from Station Four (Science Research

Associates, 1967 Level L) of seventh-grade readability (Dale & Chall,

1948). Prior to the reading of a selection each subject was given the

foll- ing instructions. "I want you to read 'this story outloud to _e

.as well as you can. I cannot h.elp you with any of the' tirds. When-you

are done reading I will ask you Some questions about the story.." Afte

reading the selection the children were asked seven comprehension

questions if they had read the fou th-giede selection or six questions

if they read the seventh-grade 'selection; Each_child's oral reading

and responses to the. compiehensiOn questions were tape recorded and two

judges trai ned in miscue analysis classified each miscue and scored

7
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the comprehension responses independently.

The procedure used for judging the _i cues was the same as that

described by Hood 1976). Each readlng se eetion was viewed ee a--

test with each word considered a test item. Any response or lack

f response which did not constitutua word-for-word reproduction of

the printed message in its spoken form was counted as an er

were counted at .the word rather than at the letter or phrase level

except for changes in word order, omissions and inse tions. These

were counted as one error even though they might have involved more

than one word. Categories of error types acored were:

1. ORD word order changes .g., put the tent up/put up .

the tent)

2- REV -- substitution of a word containing the sante lett

as the text word but in a different sequence (e.g., barn4ran)

3. STEM -- substitution of-a word containing- he same-

the text word (e.g :aIking/walked)

4. AFFIX -- substitution of a word:containing-rhe-s

ic ext word unkind/unkempt,,hopped/juMped)

5. SUB -- substitution -f A meaningfulWord for a text word

if it cannot be categorized as REV, STEM, or AFFIX

6. NON -- substitution of part of a word or a nonsense

pre/pride stampled/stuMble0

7. INSERT -- an insertion of one or more-words between

-tekt words

OMIT an apparently inadvertent omission of one or elere

__An as

e affix

ord

8



text words

9. SKIP -- a word omitted with an indication that it is

unknown

Use of graphic cues Was Lnferred by noting the graphic
,

silarity of the errors to the text. STEM, AFFIX, SUB and NONSENSE

errors were scored as graphical y sim (SIMILAR) to the text or'

different from the text (DIFFERENT), psing the following Criteria:

1. 2 points: the error and text word.began with.the same letter

2. 1 point: the error and text word ended with the same letter

3. 1 point: the f rst,let er of the e ror was the same as the

last letter of the text word

4. I point: each letter shared by the error and text word

5. 1 p_int: eaCh shared paIr of letters (e.g., horn/torn = 2

shared pairs of letters

6. I point: look alike rhymes _.g yes, pain/

reign = no

The points were totaled and divided by the number of letters in the

text word and in the error. If the result was_ .50+, it was SIMILAR

and less than .50 was considered DIFFERENT. REV and ORDER errors

were al -ys scored as SIMILAR since all the letters or text words were

included i the error except in different Sequence. INSERT, OMIT

and SKIP errors were always sco ed as DIFFERENT.

The reader's apparent use of contextual cues was Inferred by

notIng whether the errors were syntactically and seMantically appropriate

t o he context. The judge Teed a sentence as the student read it

up to and including the error (or one word past the error if- it was

9



an INSERT, SKIP, or OMIT). If the sequence of words could

not have occurred as the beginning of a sensible sentence, the

error was sc -ed as not contextually appropriate (NOT). If the

sequence could have begun a sensible sentence, the entire sentence

was read as the subject read it up to and including the error, but

continuing on with the remainder of the sentence as it appeared in

the text. If the error was appropriate, considering only the pre-

ceding context, it -as scor d (PRE). If the error was contextually

appropriate in the whole sentence, but the meaning differed fr

the intended texcmeaning, the error was scored,as (SEN). If the

meaning was equivalent to the meaning of the related sentence, the

s scored as contextually appropriate to:the passage as a

whole (PASS).

Each error was sca-_d as CORRECTED or NOT CORRECTED, depending

on whether the student read the text word (or -o ds) corrrectly afer

committing an er. o All the uncorrected NOT PRE- and SEN-CONTEXT

er -0_ were considered to represent some meaning loss. ,The total

number of'these errors was, exOressed as a percentage _of the number

of words in the passage and referred to as a MEANING LOSS score..

SCores which were derived froM the coding of erro-s are- the

numbers oft (a) errors of each cate y (e.g. 'SUB), b) SIMILAR

errors, (c) CORRECTED errors, (d) er o a t,each level of contextual

appropriateness, (e) CORRECTED e rors at each level,of contextual

appropriateness, (f) ern:its. representing MEANING LOSS and (g) TOTAL

errors.

10
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RESULTS

Each judge scored each child's oral reading and recorded her

judgements on an optical scanning form designed by Hood (personal

communication, 1976). The frequency and proportion of each error

type made by a subject was determined for each j dge. Table 1

presents the alpha reliability coefficienta, (Cronbach, 1951) for the

judgements in each error category. The reliability of dgement

of TOTAL errors, MANTNO LOSS errors, NONSENSE errors and SKIP

errors is comparable to that found by Hood (1976) for t o-judges.-

The reliability of judgement of ORD and-REV, errors is,h.igher than

that reported by Hood (1976). And the reliability of judgement of

STEM, SUBSTITUTION, INSERT, and OMISSION i lower than Hood (1976).

The reliability of judgement of CORRECTED' errors, SIMILAR errors and

of leveb5of contextual appropriateness cannot be compared to Hood

(1976) because she does not report the estimated reliability for two

judges for these categories. The extremely low reliability of

judgement of contextual appropriateness many be due,to the small

Amount of variabilitY in the frequency of occurrence of each erro

subjects in each group.. The reliability of scoring of cOmprehen. ion

was .99 for two judges.

Insert Table 1 about here

Because the children-did not make the same n_ter o.. miscues, the

proportion of miscues of each type was computed for each, subject. T-

1 J.
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test_ were conducted on the proportion of miscues of each type made

by seventh-grade disabled readers and fourth-grade average readers.

Statistical compatison of seventh-grade average readers tci the other

groups could not be conducted because these subjects read diffe ent

selection. While proportions of miscues made by the seenth-grade aver-

age readers will he presented, it should be noted that any differences

bet een the misc es made by seVenth-grade average readers and the other

two groups may be due to characteristics cif the reading selectionS ahd

not_ due tocharacterjstics of the children.

Table 2 presents the mean percent and stanaard Oviation

TOTAL exrors, MEANING LOSS errors and Comprehension accuracy scores

for the three groups Seventh grade disabled readers made more TOTAL

miscues (t18 2,86, p 01) and more uncorrected miscues which re-

sUlted in a loss of meaning (tl 7 2.6) p 01) than did feurth-grade

average readers. However, there was no significant differenee in

comprehension between the average and disabled readers (18 .16).

Insert Table 2 about here

Table 3 presents the mean proportion'and standard deviation of
\

CORRECTED and SIMILAR miscues. There was to differene.

between fourth-grade average readers and seventh-grade disabled readers

in Eheir tendehey to use graphic Cues. Furthermore althotigh the ,dia-

abled readers tended to cdrrect their miacues less often there was no

significant di.fference between the groups. It -was interesting to

ndte the large variation in correction rate for the foUrth-grade children.

12
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Insert Table 3 abou_ here

TSble 4 presents mean proportions and Standard deviations of'/

miscueaccordirg to.their-contektual approOriatenessa and the-degree

. to which each wascorrected 'by the reader, The fourth-grade average

readets made more-errors that were.judged to'be NOT-contextually
= .

.=-., ..:,approftlete than .did'th seventh-grade poor readers t 18 3 23( 01)..

_ther differences were statiStically significant.

Insert Table 4 abont here

Table 5 p e ents mean proportion:and Standard deviations of

each e-- type.. Significant differences.;Were found_in,the miscue

c_tegories of Word orde (ORD),,nonsense (NON) and °Mission (OMIT).

Seventh-grade poor readers mademore miScues of the ORD and OMIT type

than did four h-grade average readers s18 - 2.58 and 2.21, pp .05

=

respectively). Fouth-gra'de average readers made more. NON errors than

the seventh-grade poor readers (t 005
°18

'Insert Table 5 about here,

DISCUSSION

One purpose of. the pre _nt study was t_ investigate the ways in

'which oral reading'beha ior of older_disabled readers differed from

. ---
the behavior-of younger normal readers if the-groups were at.the same



adihg prbfieiency.

:Several differences are.apparent. between. roups.whiph

were assigne a fourth-grade instructional level based on SRI scores
_

(McCracken, 1966) First, although the seventh -grade.disabled-

readers scored stmilarly to the fourth-grade,.normal readers on the

WOrd List subtest (Form B, 1966 ), they made significantly more oral

reading-errors on the selection from the basal reader licc acken .

$ 1

linen (1970)\indicate that pronouncing words pres nted in

Isolation is theaingle:best subtest of the SRI for predicting

instructicinal level (907947 accuracy in oral reading). The%present

support this procedtire for'disabledreaders. The
.

study does'not

aVerage accuracy score 'for the sevehth-grade di6abled readers was

907: (tOur Ss read at less than 907. atcufiEY; six in'the-'90-947- ange).
_

The average oral reading-accuracy of the-normal fourth-graders was

947k (Wo subject read at lesiAlyan 0% a6cUracy; seven -read in the

90-947, range; three Ss read at 957. r above). -Thse data question

the validity of-using word lists for prediction of oral reading

-accuracy lor dfsabled readers.

An examination of the relationship' between word

ability and oral readinva curacy for seVenth-grade

average xeaders showed th their instructional, reading leVel may be

s_under-predicted by. wovi ist scores. All seventhgrade average
-

readers read,the-seventh-gr de.selection with 957 accuracy orlae

- Data from' this study -suggests that furthe research neede

ducteciinto the-relationship bet _en recognition- of words presented
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in isolation and oral reading accuracy for children of dtfferent Ages

_

and reading abilities.

A second arjor difference' between disabled readers and yoUng

average.readerd, was found in the percentage-of MEANING LOSS errors

The disabled readers made more errors which resulted in loss of-
.,

meaning and which were uncorrected than the young average readers.

This finding may ormay not indicate a strategy difference between

the t oups. Osol and-Leslie (1977) found that inctea es

total error rate made by eighth-grade average readers led to con-.

commitant increases in uncorrected errors.which resulted'in MEANING

LOSS. Thus, the differences in MEANING LOSS *rrors.between-the groups

the p(msent study may'be caused by differences in error rate or by

differenpes in oral reading strategies of average vs. disabled readers,.

A study Where-disabled and average readers'read the same'selection at

comparabl- error rates would provide the necessary informati n ro
_

separate the two factorsoperating in-the present study.

Although disabled readers made mote MEANING LOSS errors than

average readers their coMOrehension- cores were not significantly

different. There are several possible reasons for such a finding,

each of which forms a basis for further research. The content of

the story could have been more familiar and/or interesting to the

older children. The story, a narrative, described the interaction

between two brothers who wanted to use their bedroom'for incompatible

purposes (study vs. hand practice). An,argument ensues and-As

mediated by a ftiend\of the older brothers. The-selection ends with
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the younger brother leaVing find another place-to study. It

appears th,at such content could be familiar-to both fourth.and

seventh-graders; however,-' differfng interest or familiarity between

the groups cannet be ruled Cut aW a possible cause of theoomptehension..

scores. A more viable possibi

LOSS errors on different words

is that the groupp made MEANING:

which then resulted in differing

effects- en comprehension. .To ,investigate- this possiblity- a frequency

count for each grOilp was.conducted which counted the number of MEANING

LOSS'errer_ made on each, word-in the story It was arbitrarily de-

clded to examine only those words where at least four of the ten
, .

children in a group made a MEANING-LOSS error on the word here

WereA6 such words-. On four wards (two verbs, one pronoun ancrone

noun) both fourth and seventh-graders m de an equal' number of MEANING-
.

o ds the fourth-graderd made=more MEANING LOSS
,

LOSS errors.

erre (one wag a noun - "guitat,"the uther waS a'verb -

And on 10 words the-seventh-gradeAiSabled,

Squatting!

eaders made siorw ISANING

LOSS errors. Most of.these words are high frequency words: "where "

"pack," "cosi Iff "your, 'prizes, d "a."

Only "burSt" is,a mord of relatively 1 so often is

((Clinically reported, disabled readers have difficulty ith high

frequency, "little" -words which have impottant graniaica1 functions.

-Errors on these words, _although often resulting in
, .

sentence, do hot change the maim concepts in the a

specific questions which were designed to

-on-grammatical

Only very- -

p especis-of comprehens on
- :-/

relayed hy these wordi would determine' if the Chiliren 1-_ ,mean-ing
/

16
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due to misquint bn these werds.-.(It, is possible that correction of:

these errors occurs covertly.)

Disabled and average reader_ also differed in the proportion af

four other errcir types. Seventh-grade disabled readers made more

word_order and omission errors than fourth-graders, who_made mo

nonsense: and NOT-contextually appropriate :errors. The occurrence

-more Word.order errors.implies. that the reader-is not reading wor

by Wordllut rather that his eyevoice span is at least 2-3 words

(the lengthof the', word order. miscu ).

Anexamintion of th on erro made by seveth-grade

showed that only five of the twenty-eight,omiasions were judged to

result.in no HEAN1NG LOSS and 13 of the '28 resulted in-ungrammatical

sentences. Ihe disabled readers corrected only three of the thirteen

- miscues:which resulted in ungrammatical sentences. The only pattern

to the mnission árrors was that four subjects omitted -" in the sen-'

tedce "He knew that he would never be able to work downsta

the television on or ,tn the kitchen

The finding that fourth-graders made context errors as

due to their makIng more NON errors. In the scoring procedure designed

by Hood (1976), if.a NON error Occurs it is judged as NOT7contextually

approptiat_ An examthation of the word_ on which theJourth-graders

made
-

NON errors showed-that these children pronounced the low frequency

words "guitar " "minbra and "chords" as nonsense words. :-All children'

were able tO corr ct'theirmi cue/bn "chords" but none cor ected the

other .two words.



The results of the.present study eem to 'indoete Several strategy

differences bet een seventh-grade disabled readers and fourth-gr de

average reade s. The older children make more miscues on high frequency

words which Carry some grammatical functien and they do not correct

these miscues. Fourth-grade average readeA are more likely to mi cue

on a relativ ly low frequency word with which,they have little'con-

ceptual.fabilicrity..

The authors also were. in _ted 1d compaing he reading

in\crderthat the groups-

cythey had to'read atur ea

of the groups of seventh-graders. Howeve

be somewhat comparable in-oral reading accu

_f different readability levels. Although statistical compa

inappropriate it is jnteraiizing to compare ahd.con
'1.

erOportions of error types mede by the greups of

-!
of-the differ ea in'error types are probably

1

characteristics. fcir exemple 'the seventh-grade

more REV errors than either other group. But'all theBEV errors

occurred on tWo words in,the seventhgrade selection.'

that these errors occurred ',accuse of differences in Oise

is likely

ge character-

istics rather than differences in the strategies typical,of the readers.

Both groups of older children.made more OMIT errors than the

group of younger children. But, ihe seventh-grade av _age readers

were muCh more likely to correct omisions Which resulted in ungrammatical

sentences than'wer_ the disabled re 'leis. 'Thua,; althoegh they make the

same type of e- or, the.g

results MEANING'LOEE.

ups differ on

18

heir a -rategy if their reading



The groups of average readers made lar poport ions of NON

..errors. s with the fourth-graders, allFof the words on which

seventh-graders made NON errors were low frequency words (e.g.,

venom usly, scoundrel, archenemy, devas

18

ere more different words on wht h the

'as comparad.to the fourth-graders.

oral languagevocahulary of older children Is

that.of younger children.

In conclusion, the roading stiategies of older dis

are different from. those 'of oungér children of the same

ciency and from their peers who are average readers.

fference Appears to lie in their higher rate af

frequency func-ion words and their infrequent'correc

In cont ast, the error- of the average feeders tend to 'occu

I
frequenCy ds with which they have had little experience.



TABLE 1

Alpha Reliability* of Judgement of Error pes

TOTAL -er ors .98

MEANING. LOSS .93

CORRECTED e .93

.-,. 95

.,NOT-context:,

PRE-context:

SEN-context:

PASS-context::

.61

.77

.82

.E9

INSERT .77

omrr .86

SKIP .10

STEM .50

Corrected NOE-context .07

Corrected PRE-context .22

Corrected BEN-context .36

Corrected PASS-context .49

*Coefficients are based on data from the two groups- of sub ects
who read the same selection
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TABLE 2

Mean Percent and Standard DeViat ion of TOTAL

,20

ors , MEANING/LOSS Errors .and doMprehension Accuracy Score
=

2* T Er ors 2.* 'MANI= LOSS k, % Accurate
Errors Com rehens ion

Se venth-' Grde
Disabled ReaderE 9.0 17.

.16
64.0 26.5

Fourtb -Grade Average
Readers/

Seventh-Grade
AVerage Readers 73.4 8.76



TABLE.

Mean Froport_ion and Standard

Deviation of CORRECTED and SIMILAR Miscues

Group

Seventh-Grade
Disabled Readere. .21 ..09.

CORRECTED

X cr

Fourth-Grade
Average Reader

. .3r, .21

Se'VenthGrade
AVerage Readers ,30
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TABLE 4

Mean nallaps andltandard Deviations'of Miscues lyit(11.522113

to Contextual 4uppriateness and their Pmortion of Correction

\.

,

Seventh-Grade

tabled Readers

Fourth-Grade

Average Readeri

Seventh-Grade

Average Readers

NOT Correction PRE Corredion \ER gglgtiork*

.17

. 05

.20

14

. 30

. 06

.26 .34

.07

Cgretion

05

RR.

ct"

.27

.08

.33

.05

.37

.33

.30

.29

, 06

.44

.30

2

.36

,09

39

.26

.14

07

43

.36

.32

,11

.17,

.09

.13

.18.

31

N in these groups was reduced due 0 one judge scoring errors in t is çatego ry' fo r a subject but

\the other judge not doing so.

**.

C1\8 '3.23' ."



I .

Group 1

(Disabled

Seventh-

Grade

Readers)

Group 11

(Average

Fourth-

Grade

Readers)

Group III

(Average

Seventh-

Grade

Readers

.045

.010

TABU 5

Mean 2222,tit and Standard Deviations of Each' Err Or C4ggY

REV

.038 .014

SUB NON INSERT omrr SKI? STEM

,050 .0 7- .052 000 000 .068 .049

.000 .661 .099 1133

.003 ,040 .372 06 .175
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